
Comparing Four-Digit Numbers 
Part 1: Write <, >, or = on each line.

a.  6,713 _______ 6,731

Part 2: Circle the greater amount in each pair.

Part 5: Read and answer the questions.

m.   2,929    399 n.   4,555    4,575 o.   9,990    9,909

Part 3: Circle the smaller amount in each pair.

p.    6,789    6,897 q.   7,008    7,018 r.    3,090    3,079

g.  3,005 _______ 3,500

d.  7,878 _______ 8,787

j.   7,000 _______ 7,000

b.  8,887 _______ 8,788

h.  6,712 _______ 7,612

e.  4,910 _______ 599

k.  6,419 _______ 6,149

c.  1,040 _______ 1,400

i.   1,002 _______ 103

f.   5,512 _______ 5,512

l. $3,456 _______ $3,546

Name:

Part 4: On each line, write out the words, is greater than, is less than, or is equal to.

s.  9,087 ________________________________ 9,089

u.  4,409 ________________________________ 4,409

w.    629 ________________________________ 6,119

t.  5,550 ________________________________ 5,055

v.   $7,883 _______________________________ $3,887

x.  Vanessa's family has an egg farm. Her family gathers 
      1,039 eggs on Monday. They gather 989 eggs on 
      Tuesday. Which day did they gather fewer eggs?          ___________________________

y.  Randy and Brad are dairy farmers. Randy has 
      1,398 cows on his farm. Brad has 1,938 cows.
      Who has more cows on his farm?       ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

x.  Vanessa's family has an egg farm. Her family gathers 
      1,039 eggs on Monday. They gather 989 eggs on 
      Tuesday. Which day did they gather fewer eggs?          ___________________________

y.  Randy and Brad are dairy farmers. Randy has 
      1,398 cows on his farm. Brad has 1,938 cows.
      Who has more cows on his farm?       ___________________________
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